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Like Log-EQF (DOS) and Win-EQF v. 1.xx, Win-EQF* v. 2 employs a scheme which requires end-users 

to register the software if they intend to use it after the free trial period of 30 days.  

 

The licensing control mechanism is necessary in order to: 

 

1) Maintain a somewhat effective means of distributing the Win-EQF* software, including 

updates («patches»). 

2) Ensure – to a reasonable extent – that users pay for the software if they intend to use it. Let’s 

face it – although Win-EQF* is indeed a popular logger, there’s no way one can make a living 

from it. If, however, the income covers the cost of development tools, website rental, etc. – 

we’ll remain reasonably happy and keep upgrading Win-EQF* with new features and bug 

fixes.  

 

There’s always room for a discussion whether ham software should be available free of charge, but 

that discussion belongs somewhere else. Win-EQF* isn’t free. Other ham software is.  

The current licensing control mechanism has been with us since the release of Win-EQF* version 2 

back in 2010. It has worked remarkably well, with only a few minor problems which have been 

corrected more or less on the fly. However, the software world grows more complex with the release 

of new operating systems, new security software (anti-malware, antivirus, etc.) and third-party 

«helper applications» employed for various purposes.  

The Win-EQF* licensing control mechanism is a third-party library. That means that we didn’t write it 

ourself (rather, we bought it – and cheap it wasn’t) and we have very limited knowledge of the inner 

workings of the licensing control library. Win-EQF* and associated programs make use of this 

software library, calling functions to verify that a valid license key is present, etc. All routines used to 

verify that a valid license is present or that the program is otherwise authorized to run, reside in the 

third-party library. It’s not our business how it works – but it should work.  

 

Now, the following issues have come to our attention:  

1) When registering Win-EQF*, the program accepts the registration key but still shows up as 

unregistered. The online FAQ contains a description of the required workaround procedure. 

2) When updating an existing, registered Win-EQF* v. 2.xx program with a new patch, the 

registration information is lost and and Win-EQF* displays a message stating that the trial 

period has come to an end. Then as (1) above, except that re-applying the registration info 

doesn’t seem to work as intended, as Win-EQF* still claims to be unregistered.  

 

Again, we have very limited knowledge of the inner workings of the licensing control mechanism. 

Experience, testing on a number of different systems and end-user feedback has given us some 

indications, identifying possible causes of the problems mentioned above.  

http://www.bitwrap.no/web/index.php?id=faq#c187
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Known causes of registration problems: 

1) At times, the Windows UAC mechanism works just a little too well. Win-EQF*, having its 

roots back in the Windows 95 days, was not designed to comply with the Windows UAC 

scheme. Rewriting Win-EQF* for full UAC compliance could be done, but it will take away 

some of the flexibility we’re used to. Again, please refer to the online FAQ – the UAC-related 

problems can be solved by applying the easy workarounds described in the FAQ.  

 

2) Some third-party anti-malware, antivirus, system-monitoring utilities, etc. represent a 

problem for the Win-EQF* licensing control library. Most of the third-party software doesn’t 

recognize Win-EQF* as a «trusted» program and it is flagged as suspicious – and given the 

appropriate treatment. The problem is, there seems to be no standard for «appropriate 

treatment». What the Symantec product series does, is completely different from the 

McAffee products, which again differ from the Avast products (etc. etc.). The licensing 

control mechanism employed by Win-EQF* won’t cater for any «treatment» applied by these 

third-party applications – our only suggestion is to refer to the software’s 

documentation/user support, to learn how to add exceptions to the imposed security 

regime. Supporting third-party security application settings is out of scope of Win-EQF* user 

support. Feel free, though, to share your findings & solutions using the online Win-EQF* 

forum hosted by Google Groups.  

 

3) «Sandboxing» unknown applications has recently become a widespread technique employed 

by a number of security applications. For Win-EQF*, «sandboxing» imposes several 

problems: 

 

a. A program upgrade (patch) may or may not end up in the same «sandbox» as the 

original program. To the user, the program is the same – to the security software, 

the executable file is a totally different one (same name but different file size, 

timestamp, etc), possibly deserving a «sandbox» of its own.  

b. Registering Win-EQF* may or may not store the registration information inside the 

«sandbox». 

c. Security applications placing Win-EQF* in a «sandbox» may or may not allow the 

licensing control mechanism to store its required information on your system.  

d. The licensing control mechanism, when not being able to locate registration 

information or sensing that the registration information has been tampered with, 

will return a failure code to Win-EQF*, indicating that the program is not registered 

(and possibly also that the trial period has come to an end). Win-EQF* relies on the 

licensing control mechanism – if it claims that the program isn’t registered, Win-EQF* 

behaves accordingly. Win-EQF* will not un-register or delete your registration 

information by itself, as has been claimed by some end-users.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User_Account_Control
http://www.bitwrap.no/web/index.php?id=faq#c187
http://groups.google.com/group/win-eqf?hl=en
http://groups.google.com/group/win-eqf?hl=en
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sandbox_(computer_security)
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e. As of today, disabling «sandboxing» for Win-EQF* is the only known solution.  

f. If Win-EQF* was initially «sandboxed» and a subsequent program update/patch was 

applied and placed in a different «sandbox» or outside the «sandboxed area», you 

may be in for a surprise. Re-applying the registration information may or may not 

work. Requesting a new registration code will not change anything. As of today, 

there is no known universal procedure to deal with this problem.  

 

We are presently evaluating a different license control mechanism for Win-EQF*. Tests are being 

carried out and there are mainly four factors playing in:  

 

g. Cost of solution – licensing control software is expensive. Running without one is out 

of the question, using one should impose the minimum number of nuisances for the 

end-users and the developer.  

 

h. Efforts required to implement a new licensing control mechanism into Win-EQF*. 

 

i. The amount of work (= time) required to notify and re-issue new license keys to all 

registered users.  

 

j. A new licensing control mechanism should eliminate at least the «sandboxing» issue, 

as the number of Win-EQF* support cases related to «sandboxing» is increasing 

rapidly.  

 

 

NOTE:  Tests using Windows 7 (32/64) have revealed that Microsoft Security Essentials (available for 

free) runs fine with Win-EQF*. It also seems to provide adequate protection.  

 

 

Any changes to the Win-EQF* license control mechanism will require some user action, probably just 

receiving and applying a new license key. As tests are progressing, we’ll reach a decision regarding 

what – if anything – should be done. In the meantime, feel free to share your views and experiences 

using the online Win-EQF* forum hosted by Google Groups.  

 

 

http://windows.microsoft.com/mse
http://groups.google.com/group/win-eqf?hl=en

